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Elephants
By MICHAELKREMERAND CHARLESMORCOM*
Many open-access resources, such as elephants, are used to produce storable
goods. Anticipatedfuture scarcity of these resources will increase currentprices
and poaching. This implies that,for given initial conditions, there may be rational
expectations equilibria leading to both extinction and survival. The cheapest way
for governments to eliminate extinction equilibria may be to commit to tough
antipoaching measures if the populationfalls below a threshold.For governments
without credibility, the cheapest way to eliminate extinction equilibria may be to
accumulatea sufficientstockpile of the storable good and threatento sell it should
the populationfall. (JEL Q20)

Most models of open-access resources assume that the good is nonstorable (H. Scott
Gordon, 1954; M. B. Schaefer, 1957; Colin
Whitcomb Clark, 1976). While this may be a
reasonableassumptionfor fish, it is inappropriate for many other species threatenedby overharvesting, as illustratedin Table 1. Although
30 percent of threatenedmammals are hunted
for presumablynonstorablemeat, 20 percentare
hunted for fur or hides, which are presumably
storable, and approximately 10 percent are
threatenedby the live trade(BrianGoombridge,
1992).1

African elephants are a prime example of an
open-accessresourcewhich is used to producea
storable good. From 1981 to 1989, Africa's
elephantpopulationfell from approximately1.2
million to just over 600,000 (EdwardB. Barbier
et al., 1990). Dealers in Hong Kong stockpiled
* Kremer:Departmentof Economics, 207 LittauerCenter, Harvard University, 1875 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, Brookings Institution, and National
Bureau of Economic Research (e-mail: mkremer@fas.
harvard.edu); Morcom: (e-mail: cmorcom@alum.mit.
edu). We thankJohn Geanakoplos,Andrew Metrick,Marty
Weitzman,andparticipantsat seminarsat the JFK School of
Governmentat HarvardUniversity, the Hoover Institution,
Princeton University, and Yale University for comments,
and Edward Drozd, Ted Miguel, and Andrei Sarychev for
excellent research assistance. This research was supported
by the Center for Energy and EnvironmentalPolicy Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
views expressed in this paper should not be taken for those
of these organizations.
1 I'he others are threatenedby factors aside from overharvesting,such as loss of habitat.
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large amounts of ivory (Jane Perlez, 1990). As
the elephantpopulationdecreased,the constantdollar price of uncarved elephant tusks rose
from $7 a pound in 1969 to $52 per pound in
1978, and $66 a pound in 1989 (Randy T.
Simmons and Urs. P. Kreuter, 1989). These
higher prices presumably increased incentives
for poaching.
Since the late 1980's, governments have
toughened enforcement efforts, with a ban on
the ivory trade, shooting of poachers on sight,
strengthened measures against corruption of
game wardens, and the highly publicized destructionof confiscatedivory.2 This crackdown
on poaching has been accompanied by decreases in the price of elephanttusks (Raymond
Bonner, 1993), as well as a revival of the population. Since these policy changes reduce
short-runivory supply as well as demand, it is
not clear that the fall in price would have been
predictedundera static model, and indeed most
economists did not predict this decline. However, the fall in price is consistent with the
dynamic model set forth in this paper, under
which improvedantipoachingenforcementmay
increase long-run ivory supply by allowing the
elephantpopulationto recover.
Under the model, anticipatedfuture scarcity
of open-access storable resources leads to
higher current prices, and therefore to more

2 In September 1988, Kenya's president ordered that
poachersbe shot on sight, and in April 1989 RichardLeakey
took over Kenya's wildlife department.
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SPECIES USED FOR STORABLE GOODS, OR BY COLLECTORS

Bears

Lizards

Medicinal Plants

Giant Panda
Asiatic Black Bear
Grizzly Bear
S. A. Spectacled Bear
Malayan Sun Bear
Himalayan Sloth Bear

Horned Lizard
L. A. Spectacled Caiman
Common Caiman
Tegus Lizard
Monitor Lizard
Snakes

species of Dioscorea
species of Ephedra
Dioscorea deltoidea
Rauvolfia serpentina
Curcuma spp.
Parkia roxburghii

Cats

Python

Voacanga gradifolia

Tiger
Cheetah
Lynx
Canada Lynx

Boa Constrictor
Rat Snake
Dog-faced Water Snake
Sea Snakes

Orthosiphon aristasus
species of Aconitum
Trees
Astronium urundeuva

Ocelot

Butterflies

Aspidospermapolyneuron

Little Spotted Cat
Margay
Geoffroy's Cat

Schaus Swallowtail
Homerus Swallowtail
Queen Alexandra's Bird-wing

Ilex paraguaiensis
Didymopanax morotoni
Araucaria hunsteinii

LeopardCat
Other Mammals
Black Rhino
Amur Leopard
CaucasianLeopard
MarkhorGoat

Orchids
Dendrobiumaphyllum
D. bellatulum
D. chrysotoxum
D. farmeri
D. scabrilingue

7ehyera tuberculose
Cordia milleni
Atriplex repanda
Cupressusatlantica
Cupressusdupreziana
Diospyros hemiteles

Saiga Antelope
Cape Fur Bull Seal

D. senile
D. thrysiflorum

Aniba duckei
Ocotea porosa

Sea Otter

D. unicum

Bertholetia excelsa

African Elephant

Rattan

Dipterix alata

Chimpanzees
Toads

Calamus caesius
C. manan

Abies guatemalensis
Tectona hamiltoniana

Colorado River Toad

C. optimus

Mahogany

Turtles

Other Plants

Hawksbill Sea Turtle
Egyptian Tortoise
American Box Turtle

Himalayan Yew

Birds
Red and Blue Lorry
Parrots
Quetzal
Roseate Spoonbill
Macaws
Sources: Sean Kelly (1991, 1992); David Sanger (1991); John Balzar (1992); William Booth (1992); Goombridge (1992);
New York Times (1992); Sharon Begley (1993); Robert Johnson (1993); Bill Keller (1993); Ian Mander (1993); Robert M.
Press (1993); Lena Sun (1993); Paul Taylor (1993); John Ward Anderson (1994); Timothy Egan (1994); Laura Galloway
(1994); Life Magazine (1994); Gautam Naik (1994); Bill Richards (1994); William K. Stevens (1994).

intensive currentexploitation. For example, elephant poaching can lead to expected future
shortages of ivory, and thus raise future ivory
prices. Since ivory is a storable good, current
ivory prices therefore rise, and this increases
incentives for poaching today. Because poaching creates its own incentives, there may be
multiple rational expectations paths of ivory
prices and the elephant population.
In order to gain intuition for why there may
be multiple rationalexpectationsequilibria,it is
useful to consider the following two-periodex-

ample, for which we thankMartinL. Weitzman.
Suppose that each year there is a breeding season during which population grows by an
amount B(x) given an initial population of x.
Following the breeding season, an amount h is
harvested.Denote the elephantpopulationat the
beginningof the harvestseason in year one as x.
Then the populationat the end of the harvest in
year one will be x - hI, and the populationat
the end of the harvest in year two will be x h1 + B(x

-

hl)

-

h2. To keep the model as

simple as possible, we assume that the world
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TABLE 2-TIME

LINE FOR TWO-PERIOD EXAMPLE

Time

Population

Initial (year 1)
After harvest, hl, in
year I
After breeding in year
2
After harvest, h2, in
year 2 (end of

X0
xo - h

world)

xo-

h, + B(xo-

xo-

h + B(xo

hl)

-

hi) -h2

ends after two years. Table 2 shows the time
line.
Let c denote the cost of harvestingan animal,
and denote the amountof the good demandedat
a price of p as D(p). Assume D' < 0 and
D(oo) = 0. The interestrate, which is assumed
to be the only cost of storage, is denoted r.
There will be an equilibrium in which the
animal is hunted to extinction in year 1 if the
initial populationis less than enough to satisfy
demandduringthe firstyear at a price of c, plus
demand during the second year at a price of
(1 + r)c. Algebraically, this extinction condi
tion can be written as: x < D(c) + D((1 +
r)c).

There will be an equilibrium in which the
species survives if the initial population,minus
the amountrequiredto satisfy first-yeardemand
at price c, plus the birthsin the breedingseason,
can more than satisfy second-perioddemand at
price c. This will be the case if x - D(c)
B(x - D(c)) > D(c).

+

If both conditions hold, then there will be
both a survival equilibriumand an equilibrium
in which the price is high enough that the population is eliminated in the first period, and the
breeding that would have satisfied secondperiod demandnever takes place. There will be
multiple equilibriaif the initial populationis in
the range [2D(c)
r)c) + B(c)].

-

B(x -

D(c)),

D((1

+

Note that as storage costs, r, rise, there will
be an extinction equilibriumfor a diminishing
range of initial population levels. For sufficiently high storage costs, there will only be a
single equilibrium path of population for any
initial stock, just as in standardmodels of nonstorable fish.
The model may help explain the sudden de-
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structionof bison populationsin the nineteenth
century. There had been a gradualacceleration
in bison killings before 1870, but in the next
four years, over four million bison were killed
for their hides on the southern Great Plains
alone, and by 1883, the bison were nearly extinct. This followed an improvement in the
tanning process for buffalo hides, which presumably increased their storability.
In the example above, we assume that the
good was destroyedwhen it was consumed.For
example, rhino horn is consumed in traditional
Asian medicines. Multiple equilibria can also
arise for durablegoods, which are not used up
when they are consumed, as long as either the
good depreciates,or demandfor the good grows
over time. Both conditions are often fulfilled:
ivory yellows with age, and pieces break or are
lost, and rapidpopulationand income growthin
East Asia are increasing demand for goods
made from endangered species. In a previous,
unpublished version of the paper, we derive
conditions for multiple equilibria in a twoperiod model with durablegoods.
In any case, in practice, few goods are completely durable. For example, ivory is often
considered an example of a durable good, but
new and old ivory are not perfect substitutes,
since ivory yellows with age, and there is constant demand for uncarved ivory for personalized seals. To the extent thatthereis demandfor
new ivory, there may be multiple equilibria in
the absence of demand growth or depreciation.
In the remainderof the paper we use a continuous time, infinite-horizonmodel, which allows us to solve for steady-statepopulationand
prices; to examine cases in which extinction is
not immediatefollowing a shift in expectations,
or the path of populationand prices is stochastic; and to examine policy. We will focus on the
case of goods which are storable,but not durable, such as rhino horn, but, except for the
analysis of stockpiles in Section VI, the intuition should carry over to the case of durable
goods as well.
We focus on the case of a purely open-access
resource. However, we also discuss the case in
which it becomes profitable to protect the resource as privatepropertyat a sufficiently high
price. It is expensive to protect elephants as
privateproperty,since they naturallyrange over
huge territoriesand ordinaryfences cannot con-
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tain them (Bonner, 1993). However, in a few
parts of Africa, with proximity to tourist facilities, it has become profitable to protect elephants as private property.If a species can be
protected as private property above a certain
price, then there may be one equilibrium in
which the species survives as a plentiful openaccess resource at a low price, and another
equilibriumin which it survives only as a scarce
private resource at a high price.
The model carries several policy implications. Under the Gordon-Schaefermodel, if the
population is steady, or rising, the species will
survive. In contrast,this model suggests that a
species with stable or rising population could
still be vulnerableto a switch to an extinction
equilibrium.

The model suggests that expectations of future conservation policy influence current
poaching equilibria. Announcements that the
government will permanently toughen antipoaching enforcementin the sufficientlydistant
future may lead to a rush to poach now, and
even the extinction of the species. Governments
may be able to eliminate the extinction equilibrium, and thus coordinateon the high population equilibrium,merely by credibly promising
to implement tough antipoaching measures if
the population falls below a threshold. This
provides a potentialjustificationfor laws which
mandateprotectionof endangeredspecies with
little or no regardto cost.3 If the commitmentis
credible, the government will never actually
have to spend the resources to increase antipoaching enforcement.
Some governments, however, may not be
able to credibly commit to protect endangered
species. In the case of animals used to produce
nondurablebut storablegoods, it may be possible to eliminate extinction equilibriaby building sufficient stockpiles of the storable good,
and threateningto sell the stockpile if the animal becomes endangeredor the price rises beyond a threshold.This is somewhat analogous
to central banks using foreign-exchange reserves to defend an exchange rate.
Several previous papers find multiple equi3 Note, however, that this would not provide a justification for why these laws would apply to species used to
producenonstorablegoods, or species threatenedby causes
other than overharvesting,such as habitatdestruction.
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libria in models of open-access resources with
small numbers of players (Kelvin Lancaster,
1973; David Levhari and Leonard J. Mirman,
1980; Jennifer F. Reinganum and Nancy L.
Stokey, 1985; Alain Haurieand Matti Pohjohla,
1987; Jess Benhabiband Roy Radner,1992). In
these models, each player prefers to grab resources immediately if others are going to do
so, but to leave resources in place, where they
will grow more quickly if others will not consume them immediately.AaronTornell and Andres Velasco (I1992)introducethe possibility of
storage into this type of model. GerardGaudet
et a]. (1998) examine the case of nonrenewable
resources such as a comnmonpool of oil. This
paperis also relatedto those,of VernonL. Smith
(1968), who sets forth a dynamic fisheries
model, and of Peter Berck and Jeffrey M. Perloff (1984), who explore rational expectations
in an open-access fishery.
The effects examined in the previous papers
are unlikely to lead to mnultipleequilibria if
there are many potential poachers, each of
whom assumes that his or her actions have only
an infinitesimaleffect on futureresourcestocks,
and on the actions chosen by other players. In
contrast, this paper argues there may nonetheless be multiple equilibria for open-access renewable resources used in the production of
storable goods, because if others poach, the
animal will become scarce, and this will increase the price of the good, making poaching
more attractive.
Because poaching transformsan open-access
renewable resource into a private exhaustible
resource,this papercan be seen as helping unify
the Gordon-Schaeferanalysis of open-access
renewable resources with the Harold Hotelling
(1931) analysis of optimal extractionof private
nonrenewableresources.
The remainderof the paper is organized as
follows. Section I lays out an analogue of the
Gordon-Schaeferfisheries model which allows
for storage. Section II uses zero-profit conditions in poaching and storage to derive local
equilibrium condition,s on the possible rational

expectationsequilibriumpaths. Section III uses
the local equilibriumconclitionsto derive differential equations that apply during those portions of equilibrium paths in which poaching
takes place at a finite, but positive, rate. It then
representsthese subpathsusing phase diagrams
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in population-storesspace. Section IV examines
how, given arbitrary initial population and
stores, the system can reach these subpathsvia
an instantaneousinitial cull or a periodin which
there is no poaching. Section V examines stochastic rational expectation paths. Section VI
discusses policy implicationsand directionsfor
future work.
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The marginalcost of poaching, c, is a decreasing, continuouslydifferentiable,function of the
populationx, so thatc = c(x), with c'(x) < 0.
We assume that c' (x) is boundedand that there
is a maximum poaching marginal cost of cm, so

that c(O) = c

4

C. Consumer Demand

I. A "Fisheries"Modelwith Storage
This section introducesthe possibility of storage into a Gordon-Schaefertype model of openaccess resources. We assume that the cost of
storage is a pure interest cost, with rate r, and
that there is free entry into storage, so that
storage yields zero profits.

Given price, p, consumer demand is D(p),
where D is continuous and continuously differentiable, decreasing in p, and zero at and
above a maximum price Pm. We will restrict
ourselves to the case in which Pm > Cm, so
that some poaching will be profitable, no matter how small the population. This condition
is necessary for extinction to be a stable
steady state.

A. The Animal Population
We model the populationfollowing the standard Gordon-Schaefermodel, as set forth and
developed by Clark (1976),
(1)

dx
=
dt B(x)

-h

where x denotes the population, h is the harvesting rate, and B, the net births function, is
the rate of populationincreasein the absence of
harvesting.B(O) = 0, since if the populationis
extinct, no more animals can be born. We assume that given the available habitat,the population has some natural carrying capacity,
beyond which deaths would exceed births even
in the absence of harvesting.We will measure
the populationin units of carryingcapacity, so
B( 1 ) = 0, and B(x) is strictlynegative for x >
1. B is strictly positive if populationis positive
and less than 1. This implies that, without harvesting, the unique stable steady state for the
population is 1. We assume that B is continuously differentiable.
B. Poaching
The rate of harvest will depend on the demand and the marginalcost faced by poachers.

D. Private Property

Although most of the analysis is concerned
with the case of a purely open-access resource,
it is also possible to examine the case in which
it becomes profitable to protect the animal as
private propertyat a high price. We will occasionally consider the case in which there are a
few animalsin zoos, which are never harvested,
and at some price

i,

where Cm < u < Pm it

becomes profitable to breed and protect these
animals as privateproperty.5We assume that an
unlimited amount of the resource can be produced at this price.
E. The Benchmark Model Without Storage

It is useful to first consider the benchmark
case in which the good cannot be stored. In
this case, since the good is open access, its
4 Note that we assume thatthe marginalcost of poaching
is a function only of the population,and not of the instantaneous rate of harvest. In a previous version of the paper,
we showed that multiple equilibria could also arise if the
marginalcost of poaching depended on instantaneousrate
of poaching, ratherthan on the population.
5 We assume that any privately grown animals are bred
from a stock in zoos in order to avoid considering how
demand for live animals to save for breeding stock would
affect the equilibriumin the model.
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positive at some point in (0, 1), so thatextinction
is not inevitable. Assuming that F is single
peaked,therewill genericallybe pointsXs andXu
so that F is negative and increasingon (0, Xu),
positive on (Xe, XS), and negative and decreasing on (Xs, 1 ]. Hence, if populationis between
0 and XU, it will go to zero, whereas if it starts
above Xu, it will tend to the high steady state,
XS, Thus, if storage is impossible, there will be
multiple steady states, but a unique equilibrium
given initial population.

Net births B(x)
Harvest D(c(x))

z
populationx

0

11. Local Equilibriumand Feasability
Conditions
1JNSTABLE
x Xn x- B(x) - D(c(x))a

o
Vi

STABLE

0

F(x)

STABLE
x=X,

X

'population

x

U

FIGURE 1. DYNAMICS OF THE GORDON-SCHAEFER MODEL
WiTH No STORAGE

price must be equal to the marginal poaching
cost. Algebraically, p = c(x), where x is the
open-access population. Moreover, the harvest must be exactly equal to consumer demand, so h = D(c(x)). The evolution of the
system in which storage is impossible is thus
described by:
(2)

dx
dt = B(x)

-

D(c(x))

We will look for rational expectations equilibria, or paths of population, stores, and
price. (We focus on perfect foresight equilibria, but briefly consider stochastic rational
expectations equilibria in Section V.) We
show that although the possibility of storage
does not affect the steady states of the system,7 it dramatically alters the equilibrium
transition paths to those steady states, sometimes creating multiple equilibria leading to
different steady states.
Any rational expectations equilibrium path
must satisfy the following local equilibria and
feasibility conditions set forth below.
A. The Storage Condition
As in Hotelling (1931), free entryinto storage
implies that

dp

=rp

dt l

?rp

if s > O,
if s=O,

F(x).

0 andPm> Cm,D(c(O))> 0, so
Since B(O) O,
thatF(O)< 0, as illustratedin Figure1. Thus,zero
is a stable steady state of equation2. F(1) < 0
since B(1) = 0, and D(c(l)) > 0. (If 'n is greater
thanPm,the species will become extinct,whereas
if Pm > S > cm, then the animal will become
extinct as an open-access resource but a small
stock of the resourcewill be preservedas private
property.)We will considerthe case in whichF is

where s denotes the amount of the good that is
stored. People will not hold stores if the price
rises less quickly, and if the price were rising

6
Single-peakedness implies a unique positive stable
steady state. Our propositions can be generalized to cover
much more general models in which there are many stable
steady states, or extinction is not stable.
7 The stable steady states actually comprise the entire
stable limit set of the system with storage (i.e., there are no
cycles or chaotic attractors).
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more quickly, people would hold on to their
stores, or poach more.
B. The Poaching Condition
Free entryinto poachingimplies thatthe price
of the good must be less than or equal to the
marginalcost of poaching anotherunit of the
good. The "poachingcondition"is therefore:
J
p'

c(x),
< c(x),

if there is poaching

MARCH2000

be anticipated to jump down. As we discuss
below, theremay be an initialjump down to get
to the equilibriumpath. The underlyingbiology
does not allow populationto jump up.
Since the storage and poaching conditions
can each either be satisfied with equality, or
with inequality, there are four possible ways
that the equilibriumconditions can be satisfied.
We call each of these a subpath.The four subpaths are: Poaching Without Storage, Poaching
and Storage, Storage Without Poaching, and
Neither Storage nor Poaching.

if thereisnopoaching
D. The Poaching Without Storage Subpath

where x is the open-access population.We will
call the storageand poachingconditionsslack if
stores and poaching respectively equal zero.
In addition to the local equilibrium conditions above, there are some feasibility conditions, as described below.
C. "Conservationof Animals"
At all times, the increase in stores plus the
increase in population must equal net births
minus the amountconsumed, or
(3)

s + x-=B (x) -D(p).

Note thatthis condition applies to nondurable
goods, such as rhino horn, which are destroyed
when they are consumed, rather than durable
goods, such as ivory. Note also that we assume
that animals which die naturally cannot be
turnedinto the storablegood.8
Finally,both population,x, and stores,s, must
be nonnegativeat all times on a feasible path.
The above conditions imply that, once on a
rationalexpectations equilibriumpath, population, stores, and price must be a continuous
function of time, as demonstratedin the Appendix, PropositionAl. To see the intuition, note
thatjumps up in price would be anticipatedand
arbitraged.This implies that populationcannot

8 We write the conservation condition as an equality.
Because the price is positive, no one would throw the good
away voluntarily.

In this subpath,the zero-profitcondition for
poaching implies that p = c(x). The storage
conditionrestrictsthe rateat which the price can
rise and not induce storage (p5' rp). Because
the price is inversely relatedto the population,it
is possible to translatethis condition that prices
may not rise too fast into a condition that the
population may not fall too fast: taking logarithms of p = c(x) and differentiating with
respect to time implies that if p < rp, then
(4)

dx
c (x)
dt?rC(X)

In the Poaching Without Storage Subpath,the
dynamicsarethe same as in the standardGordonSchaefermodel, in which storageis impossible:
(5)

x =

(x) - D(c(x))
s = O

p

c(x).

E. The Poaching and Storage Subpath

Since in this subpath,stores are positive and
there is poaching, dpldt = rp, and p -c(x).
Here, the exponentialpathof the price translates
into a differentialequation for population:taking logarithmsof p = c(x) and differentiating
with respect to time implies that if p = rp, then
x = rc(x)/c'(x). Given the path of population
and, hence, price and consumption,the dynam-
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ics of stores are determinedby "conservationof
animals,"s = B(x) - D(p) - x, and we can
express all the local equilibrium dynamics in
terms of the population,x:
=

(6)
=

c(x)

r (x)

B(x) -D(c(x))
p=

-

rc(x).

As discussed in Section IV, we will also need
to determinestartingvalues for x, s, andp, but
for now we will focus on laws of motion, rather
than boundaryconditions.
F. The Storage WithoutPoaching Subpath
In this subpath,the rate of change of population is just the net birthrate, since there is no
poaching. All demand is being satisfied from
stores, so stores must be falling at a rate equal to
instantaneousdemand.For stores to be positive,
price must be rising exponentiallyat rate r. The
dynamics can thus be summarizedby:
(7)

= B(x)
s -D(p)
p= rp.

Note that since there is no poaching, p '
c(x).
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stant, stores must be zero because, if stores are
positive, price must be rising exponentially.If
storesarezero,thenthe systemwill have the same
steady states as in the case in which storage is
impossible,i.e., x = 0 and Xs. This implies that
there are only two stable steady states:what we
will call the "high steady state," in which the
open-accesspopulationis Xs, storesare zero, and
price is c(Xs); and extinctionas an open-access
resource(which for convenience,we will referto
as the extinctionequilibrium),in whichpopulation
and storesare zero.
III. Dynamics Within Subpaths with Poaching

In orderto solve for the equilibriumpaths,we
will first look at equilibriumsubpaths,and then
examine the circumstances under which an
equilibriumpath can move from one subpathto
another subpath. We will begin by looking at
the two subpaths in which there is poaching:
Poaching Without Storage and Poaching and
Storage.
A. The Poaching WithoutStorage Subpath
and the Poaching and Storage Subpath
For the system to be in the Poaching Without
Storage Subpath,people must not want to hold
positive stores, so the price must not be rising
faster than rp. Since the price is determinedby
the population,p = c(x), the storagecondition
implies that the populationcannot fall too fast.
Specifically, from equations (4) and (5),
(8)

B(x)

-

D(c(x))

-r

c(x)'

G. Neither Storage nor Poaching
= 0.
As is clear from Figure 2, equation (8) will
hold if and only if x E [X , X*s],where Xs and
X* are the two critical points at which the
storage condition is just binding, i.e., B - D =
rclc' (or X* = 0 if it never binds). Moreover,
0 ?X*
< Xu < Xs < Xl. We will only
consider the case X* > 0 in what follows.
If the system starts with population in (Xu,
X*] and no stores, then it is an equilibriumto
follow the Poaching Without Storage Subpath
dynamics to Xs, the stable steady state. If the
system startswith no stores and a populationof

when s

If the open-access population is positive,
there must be either storage or poaching, since
if demandis being satisfiedneitherby storesnor
poaching, the price will be greaterthan cm, the
maximum marginal cost of poaching. If the
open-access populationis zero, demandmay be
satisfied from private farms if 7T < P,
H. Steady States
To be in steady state, definedas a situationin
which population,stores, and prices are all con-
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exactly Xu, the unstablesteady state, the system
will stay there. Here, as elsewhere, for the sake
of clarity, we shall not discuss measure zero
cases like this in any detail.
If the system starts with no stores and with
population in (X*, Xu), then the Poaching
Without Storage dynamics will eventually take
population to a point less than X*. At some
point, therefore, the system must leave the
Poaching Without Storage Subpath and enter
the Poaching and Storage Subpath.We discuss
this after we have found the equilibriumPoaching and Storage Subpath.
B. The Poaching and Storage Subpath

In the Poaching and Storage Subpath, the
dynamics of population are determinedby the
price, which is rising exponentially. The dynamics of stores are determinedby "conservation of animals": what is harvested and not
consumed must be stored. We may rewrite
equation(6) as an equationfor the phase trajectory of stores, s, in terms of x:

(9)

dx

c' W-{

)-r-

c,

-

(x)
(
)
rc((x)
X
(x) {
which is strictly
dxcldt is still just rc(x)lc'(x),
negative, and bounded above.
Equation (9) implies that rational expectations trajectories in population-stores space
must have stores increasing as a function of
population, x, if x < Xu, or x > X*. Stores
must be a decreasing function of population if
x E (X*, Xx). There is a maximum of stores
at Xu, and a minimum at XV. Thus there will
be a Poaching and Storage Subpathof the type
depicted in Figure 3, in which for populations
greater than X*, population and stores decline; for population Ez (X , Xs) population
rises and stores decline; and for population
less than X* , population and stores decline.
To see the intuition for this, note that if pop-ulation is very high or very low, population
would tend to fall rapidly without stores, and
as may be seen from Figure 2, in the absence
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of stores, population would fall rapidly
enough that price would be rising faster than
rate r. In order to prevent population from
falling too rapidly to satisfy the storage condition, part of demand must be satisfied out of
stores, which implies that there must be stores
and that stores must decrease with time. Xu
and Xs are the points at which, in the absence
of stores, the population would fall just fast
enough that price would rise at rate r. Between Xu and X*, the price would rise more
slowly than rate r with no storage. Therefore,
on a subpath with stores in this population
range, more than current demand must be
being harvested and stores must increase to
make the population fall fast enough so that
price rises at exactly rate r.
Equation (9) is the differential equation for
the trajectoriesof equilibriain population-stores
space while in the Poaching and Storage Subpath. To tie down the equilibria, we need
boundary conditions. One possibility is that
stores run out while populationis still positive,
and the system enters the Poaching Without
Storage Subpath.The only place at which this
can possibly happen is where populationis exactly X*. To see why, considerthe following: to
be in the Poaching Without Storage Subpath,
x E [x*, Xs]. Because population,stores, and
price are continuousin equilibrium,the system
must leave the Poaching and StorageSubpathat
the same point at which it enters the Poaching
Without Storage Subpath.As explained above,
stores are decreasing as a function of x, so
strictly increasing as a function of time (x is
falling) if x E (Xv, Xs), and at a maximumat
x = X . But stores have to run out at the point
of transition from the Poaching and Storage
Subpathto the Poaching Without Storage Subpath, so stores must have been falling, (or at
least not increasing or at a maximum) immediately before the transition.The only point remaining at which stores could run out is,
therefore,X*.
The otherpossible boundarycondition is that
open-access populationbecomes extinct before
stores run out. Since x is decreasing at a rate
which is bounded below while stores are positive, the population must become extinct in finite time if stores do not run out. After that,
stores will be consumeduntil they reach zero as
well.
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PROPOSITION 1: If the initial population is
at least U(cm), (defined below) then along a
rational expectationspath in which the population becomes extinct, the quantityof stores remainingwhen thepopulation becomes extinct is
r(1/,r,1n(minjpm
,,jcm,n

D
D(cn er

(10)

dt,

where IT is the price at which it becomes
profitable to protect the resource as private
property.
PROOF:
IfPm < 7T, then the price chargedfor the last
unit of stores must be Pm, or a storer would
profit by waiting momentarilyto sell his or her
stock. Zero profitsin poaching imply that along
a rational expectations path leading to extinction, the price when the population becomes
extinct must be c(0) = cm. Price is rising
exponentially while stores are positive, so the
amount consumed from the time when price is
cm until price reaches Pm is:
r(11rAl1n(p.1c.)

U(cm)

1

D(cmer")dt.

If cm < 1 < Pm' so tfiat in the absence of
poachingtherewould still be demandfor the good
fromprivatesources,then,if the open-accesspopulationbecomes extinct, eventuallythe price for
the good must be equal to the cost of private
production,Ir. Since the pricewould thenbe constant,it cannotbe worthwhileto storethe good. As
above, stores must run out precisely at the point
where p = 'n. Thereforestores at the time the
open-access good becomes extinct must be
f(l/r)ln(Tr/c-)

D(cmer)dt

<

U(cm).

As we show below, the smaller U(cm), the
harderit is to sustain an extinctionequilibrium.
Thus the possibility of cultivatingthe animal as
privatepropertymakes extinctionless likely. If,
however,the cost of producingthe good privately
is high enough,therewill still be an equilibriumin
which the open-accesspopulationis extinct.
We have shown that there can only be two
equilibrium Poaching and Storage Subpaths
(see Figure 3).
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1. High Steady-State Storage Equilibrium
-In this equilibrium,population starts at x >
X*. The system evolves until stores run out
when population is X*, and then enters the
Poaching Without Storage Subpath.The equations p = c(x), and dpldt = rp determinethe
path of population and price. Stores are given
by s =s(x),

where:

(11) s?(x)

{B(q) - D( (q))

c

c(q)

A

- r>
r7}dq
c'(q) J

2. Extinction Storage Equilibrium.-In this
equilibrium,populationbecomes extinct, and at
that moment, stores -

The equations

U(cm).

p = c(x) and dpldt = rp determinethe path of
population and price. Stores are given by s =
where:
Se(X),

(12)

Se(X)

=

U(C..1) +

-

c(q

D(c(q))

-

Without Storage Subpath to the Poaching and
StorageSubpath.If the initialpopulationis small
enough, an equilibriumpath can move to the
Poachingand StorageSubpathand thence to extinction.If Xu > 0 and the system startsin the
PoachingWithoutStorageSubpathwith population less thanXu, thenthe systemmusteventually
move to the Poaching and Storage Subpathbecause if it did not, the populationwould fall fast
enoughto violate the storageconditiononce populationwas less thanXu. If the system startswith
zero storesandpopulationgreaterthanXu butless
thanXmax, then it can go to the high steady state
via the PoachingWithoutStorageSubpath,or to
extinctionwith stores.By continuityof stores,the
system can only make the transitionfrom the
Poaching Without Storage to the Poaching and
StorageSubpathwhereSe(X) = 0, i.e., at Xmax?9 If
Xinax E [XMU,Xs], thenthe systemcan move to the
Poaching and StorageSubpathSe leading to extinction.At such a transition,the rates of change
of population,stores,andprice will jump, but the
storageand poachingconditionsare not violated,
becausethe levels will not jump.

Bq(q)

rc (q)

r

(q)
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D. Summary

dq

c'(q)j
For this to be an equilibrium,stores must stay
positiveat all timesalongthispath.If storeswould
have to become negative at some point in the
future, this path is not an equilibrium. If Se(X) iS
ever negative,we defineXmaxto be the smallest

positiverootof Se(X). If thereis none such,we say
that Xmax= oo. To be an equilibrium, the starting
population must be less than Xmax.

and s+(x) are parallel. Both have a
Se(X)
minimum at Xs. It is clear from Figure 3 that
Xmax is finite if and only if Se(X) lies below
s+(x). If Xmaxis finite, it must lie between X*
and X*.
C. Transitionsfrom the Poaching Without
Storage Subpathto the Poaching
and Storage Subpath
We now examine under which circumstances
an equilibriumpathcan move from the Poaching

We may thus define two sets of points in the
Poaching and Storage Subpath and the Poaching Without Storage Subpath, Ae, the set of
points leading to extinction, and A+, the set of

points leading to the high steady state, as illustratedin Figure 4. The top panel shows the case
when

Xmax

o. In this case, there will be a set

of points Ae leading to extinction, along a
Poaching and Storage Subpath,from any initial
population level. For populations between Xi
and X* there will be a Poaching Without Storage Subpathleading to the steady state Xs, and
for populationsgreaterthan X*, there will be a
Poaching and Storage Subpath leading to this
Poaching Without Storage Subpath, and from
there on to the stable steady state Xs.
The second panel illustrates the case when
Xu ? Xmax ? Xs. In this case the set of points
leading to survival,A , is the same as in the top

9 The transitioncannot happen at X*, because the population would be falling there in the Poaching Without
Storage Subpath,so the system could never reachthatpoint.
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IV. Moving to a Subpath with Finite
and Positive Poaching
A,

If the initial populationand stores are not on
either the A + or Ae paths identified above, then
one of two things will happen.If the initial point
in population-storesspace is below an Ae or A +
path, then the system may jump instantaneously
to the correspondingequilibriumpath via a cull.
If the initial point is above an Ae or A + trajectory, demandmay be temporarilysatisfiedfrom
stores with no poaching until the path meets Ae

populatiolX

<x

axmx

or A.

A.

A. Culling
Xp

XS
A' X_,,,, X,

SA
Jipopolation

<,
X.\
A,
A.

population

FIGURE 4. STORAGE AND NO-STORAGE REGIME
EQUILIBRIUM SETS A , AND AE

panel, but for high enough initial populations,
there will be no set of points leading to extinction.
For the case in which Xs < Xmax? X the
situation is similar to the top panel (X =ax c),

but the A e and A+ paths are coincident above

Xmax. Much as in the Xu c Xmax - XX case, the
point (Xmax, 0) is a branch point, where the

system can continue on Ae or A +.
The bottom panel of Figure 4 illustratesthe
case when

Xmax

<

xu.

If the system startsbelow an Ae or A+ path,
there may be an instantaneousharvest, which
we will call a "cull."10Although anticipated
jumps up in price are inconsistent with rational
expectations, such jumps are possible at the
"beginning of time," as in this case. We will
distinguish between "initial"values of population and stores and "starting"values, which are
the values just after the initial cull. When we
need to indicate this, we will write (xo, so) for
initial populationand stores, and (x(O), s(O)) to
denote starting(i.e., at time 0 on the equilibrium
path) values.
In a cull, live animals are killed and turned
into dead animals one to one. This means that,
in population-storesspace, the system moves up
a downward-sloping diagonal, and the total
quantityof animals,dead or alive, is conserved.
We call this quantity Q = x + s. For a cull to
be rational,it must take the system to a point on
one of the subpathswe identified above, Ae or
A+.
It is possible to cull to reach the Ae subpath
from points below Se(x).11 There mnayalso be

As before, the survival

set, A+, is unchanged. The set leading to extinction consists of the Poaching and Storage
Subpaths beginning with population Xmax and

zero stores, and the Poaching Without Storage
Subpathsleading up to it.
The system must end up on one of these
subpaths, A+ or A e. The next section explains

how the system will reach these paths from an
initial point with arbitraryvalues of population
and stores (xo, so).

")Realistically, of course, poaching could not kill animals at an infiniterate.If the marginalcost of poaching rose
sufficiently with the instantaneous rate of poaching, the
harvest would take place over time, rather than instantaneously. Structurally,though,thereis little real differencein
the two approaches:the rationalexpectations equilibriaare
determinedby the boundaryconditions (where people anticipate the system must end up), and these are essentially
the same in both cases.
"' Technically, if Q < U(Cm), then the system can move
immediately to extinction via a cull; it does not go to
extinction via the Ae subpath.
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other points from which this is feasible. In particular, if the curve s = se(x) has a tangent of
gradient -1, then, as illustratedin Figure 5, it is
possible to reach the subpathfrom points above
the curve, but below the tangent, by culling. A
quick look at equation(9) shows that the points

at whichSe(X) has gradient-1 areXu andXs,
but only the tangent at Xu can lie above the
curve, if Xmax > XU. The value of Q at this
tangency, Qmax, is the maximum value Q may
have (while xo > X") so that the Ae subpath
may be reachedvia culling. If Xmax < Xu1 then
this tangency does not exist, and the Ae subpath
can be reached by culling only from points
below Se. Note that if Qmax > XS, then even
starting from the high steady state with no
stores, the population will be vulnerableto coordinationon the extinction equilibrium.To get
to the high steady-state equilibrium path by
culling, the point correspondingto initial population and stores must lie below the curve s
s+(x), and xo > Xs.
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While there is no poaching, population will be
rising, and stores falling as they are consumed.
The price will rise exponentially, at rate r. In
population-stores space, trajectories with no
poaching must be downward sloping and populationmust be increasingso long as population
is less than one, the carryingcapacity.
When poaching resumes at a point on one of
the Ai paths, price, population,and stores are all
determined. Given the end point, there is a
unique, downward-slopingno-poaching trajectory leading to it. 2 In orderfor storing without
poaching to be rational,and for an initial point
to end up on one of the Ai, the initial point must
lie on one of these trajectories(Figure6). To get
to the path leading to the high steady state, the
initial point must lie to the right of the boundary
of the set of points on trajectories leading to
A+, which we denote L +, and above the curve

s = s (x). To get to the path leading to extinction, the initial point must lie to the left of
the boundaryof the set of points on trajectories
leading to points on Ae, which we denote Le
We include a more formal treatmentof this in
the Appendix, PropositionA3.
C. Summaryof Perfect Foresight Equilibria

We have now found all the possible perfect
foresight equilibriaof the model. As illustrated
in Figure 7, population-stores space may be
divided into at most three regions dependingon
whetherthere exist equilibrialeading to extinction, the high steady state, or both. The middle
panel in Figure 7, corresponding to the case
Xu < Qmax< o, illustratesa situationin which
all three regions exist. In the first, unshaded,
region, initial population and stores are high
enough thatthere is no equilibriumpath leading
to extinction. In this region, speculators who
killed animals and stored their parts until the
species became extinct would have to hold the
parts long enough that they would lose money.
In the second, darklyshaded,region, population

B. Storage WithoutPoaching
If there are sufficient initial stores, there will
be equilibriain which the startingprice is below
c(x), and there is no poaching for a time while
demand is satisfied out of stores. Eventually
poaching must resume, at a point on Ae or A -

12 However, from a single initial level of populationand
stores, there may be equilibriumpaths leading to different
parts of the Ai trajectory.This is because the no-poaching
trajectoriesleading to different endpoints on the Ai trajectory may cross. At the points where the trajectoriescross,
there will be multiple equilibria.For more technical details,
we refer to Kremerand Morcom, 1996.
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will be entirely determinedby its initial point,
and not by expectations.
It turns out that Xmax and Qmaxare both
decreasingin r, the storagecost. For proofs, see
the Appendix, PropositionA2. This should not
come as a surprise. Qmax tells us the largest
populationcan be and still reach extinction via
culling and a storage equilibrium path. The
larger the population,the longer stores have to
be held before extinction. This is less desirable
with higher storagecosts. Increasingthe storage
cost thus always reduces the region of phase
space from which extinction is possible. Governmentscould increase storagecosts by threatening prosecution of anybody found to be
storingthe good. The internationalban on ivory
trade may have had this effect.
For sufficientlylarge r, Xmaxwill be less than
Xu, and there will be no region of multiple
equilibriaat all; the ultimate fate of the species
is the same as in the model in which storage is
impossible, given the same initial conditions. In
this sense, our model converges to the standard
Gordon-Schaefermodel as storage cost rises.
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and stores are low enough that,even if poaching
temporarilyceased and demand were satisfied
from stores until the stores were exhausted,the
population could not recover enough for the
species to survive. Thus there is no equilibrium
path leading to the high steady state. In the
third, lightly shaded, region, there are multiple
possible equilibria, some to extinction, and
some to the high steady state. In this region,
expectations about which equilibrium will be
chosen are self-fulfilling.
Depending on parameter values, some of
these regions may be empty. It is possible that
there will be no region in which survival is
assured.If Xmax is infinite,as depictedin the top
panel of Figure 7, a trajectorybeginning at any
point can get to the extinction set Ae either
through a cull if it lies below se or by an
interludewith no poaching if it lies above Se.
If, on the other hand, Xmax is small enough
(less than Xu), as depicted in the bottom panel
of Figure 7, then there will be no region of
multiple equilibria, and the fate of the system

V. NondeterministicEquilibria
So far, we have focused on perfect foresight
equilibria, in which all agents believe that the
economy will follow a deterministic path. In
this section, we discuss a broaderclass of rational expectationsequilibriain which agents may
attachpositive probabilityto a numberof future
possible paths of the economy. One reason to
consider this broaderclass of equilibria is that
the perfect foresight equilibrium concept has
the uncomfortablepropertythat there may be a
pathfromA to B, and from B to C, but not from
A to C. For example, if Qmaxis greaterthanXs,
then for sufficient initial population, the only
equilibrium will lead to the high steady state.
For a system that startsin the high steady state,
however, an extinction storage equilibriumbeginning with a cull would also be possible.
Note also that the concept of a StorageWithout Poaching Subpathis also much more relevant when stochasticpaths are admissible, since
in order to have a subpath with no poaching,
there must be stores, and the only way stores
can be generatedwithin the model is througha
Poaching and Storage Subpath. However,
within the limited class of perfect foresight
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While we have not fully categorized the extremely broadclass of equilibriawith stochastic
rational expectations paths, we have been able
to describe a subclass of such equilibria,which
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we conjectureillustratessome more general aspects of behavior.
We consider equilibria in which agents believe there is a constant hazard that a sunspot
will appear and that, when this happens, the
economy will switch to the extinction storage
equilibrium,with no possibility of any further
switches.
Here, we present some results without proof.
Those interestedshould refer to Section III,and
Appendix B of National Bureau of Economic
ResearchWorkingPaperNo. 5674 (Kremerand
Morcom, 1996), an earlierversion of this paper,
in which we discuss equilibriawith uncertainty
in greaterdetail.
If the constant hazard of a switch to an extinction equilibriumis below a certain threshold, 'nh, an analogue of the high steady-state
equilibrium exists before the sunspot. If the
switching hazardis above this level, then a high
steady-stateequilibriumis not sustainable.
For low values of the switching hazard,there
will be no stores held in steady state before the
sunspot, and the steady state looks exactly like
that without uncertainty:stores are zero, and
population,x
Xs.
For moderatevalues of the switching hazard,
positive stores will be held in the pre-sunspot
steady state, as the switching hazard is high
enough that it is worth holding stores to speculate on the price jump which occurs when there
is a switch to the extinction equilibrium.The
pre-sunspot steady-statepopulation is still Xs.
The quantity of stores held in the pre-sunspot
steady state increases with the switching hazard
up to

Th.

VI. Policy Implications and Directions
for Future Work

Previous sections examined the equilibrium
path of population and prices given the cost of
poaching, and thus implicitly given the pattern
of antipoachingenforcement. Section VI, subsection A, argues that expectations of future
government antipoachingenforcement will affect currentpoaching. In most models of optimal managementof open-access resources, the
governmentmaximizes the sum of producerand
consumer surplus.This assumptionmay be appropriatefor fish, but it is less appropriatefor
elephants or rhinos. We will assume that gov-
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ernmentsdo not value the welfare of consumers
or poachers,but instead seek to avoid extinction
at minimumcost in expenditureson game wardens, helicopters, and other antipoaching efforts. Section VI, subsection B, argues that
credible governments may be able to most
cheaply eliminate extinction equilibriaby committing to impose strong antipoachingpolicies
if the species becomes endangered.Some governmentsmay not be able to crediblycommit to
strong antipoachingpolicies. The cheapest way
for these governments to eliminate extinction
equilibria may be to maintain stockpiles, and
threatento sell them if the populationfalls below a threshold.
A. Expectations of AntipoachingPolicy
Suppose that the cost of poaching is c(x, E),
where E is antipoaching expenditure, c(x,
??)> Pm' and D[c(x, 0)] > B(x) for all x.
(These assumptionsimply that with sufficiently
weak enforcement,the species will be driven to
extinction, and that with sufficiently strong enforcement, nothing will be harvested.) The dynamic analysis in this paper implies that
expected futureadoptionof either very tough or
very weak antipoachingmeasures may reduce
long-run supply and therefore increase current
poaching and storage, as demonstratedin the
following propositions.
PROPOSITION 2: Suppose c(X, E)
c1(X) + c2(E). Suppose also that at date 0, the
population is at the high steady state, and both
a survival and extinction equilibriumexist. Finally, suppose that the governmentannounces
that at some date T, it will eliminate antipoaching enforcement.If T is small enough, there will
be an immediatecull.
PROOF:
See the Appendix.
PROPOSITION3: Suppose that at date 0, antipoachingexpenditureis E, thepopulation is at
the high steady state, and both a survival and
extinction equilibriumexist. Suppose also that
the governmentannounces that at date T it will
increase the cost of poaching above Pm, thus
eliminating poaching. Then (i) if T is small
enough, the announcement will lead to an
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instantaneouscull, which will make the species
extinct if Xs < U(cm) and (ii) if T is great
enough, then the survival equilibriummay be
eliminated even if Xs > U(cm).
PROOF:
See the Appendix.
B. Policies to Eliminate the
ExtinctionEquilibrium
Just as an expected shift to an antipoaching
policy which reduces the long-run harvest may
lead to an immediate cull, an expected shift
towardsan antipoachingpolicy which increases
the long-run harvest may lead to a temporary
cessation of poaching as the economy switches
to a storage without poaching subpath.In particular, governmentsmay be able to coordinate
on survival equilibriaby committing to follow
certain policies. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to fully specify optimal antipoachingexpenditureand stockpile purchases and sales as
functions of x, or more generally, the history of
x. However, it is possible to show that for low
enough interestrates, the optimal long-runpolicy involves committing to implement draconian antipoachingpolicies if the populationfalls
below a threshold,or if this commitmentwould
not be credible, building up stockpiles and
threateningto sell them if the population falls
below the threshold.
As is clear from Figure 1, if one takes the
available habitat as given, the minimum antipoaching expendituresuch thatthereis a steady
state with positive populationis EMINsuch that
D(c(x, EMIN)) is tangent to B(x). Let XMIN
denote the steady-state poptulationassociated
with antipoachingexpendituresof EMIN. Consider the case in which XMIN> U(Cm)The steady-state cost of eliminating the extinction equilibriumis minimized by spending
EMINon antipoaching efforts and committing
that if x falls below some threshold, the government will temporarilyimplement tough antipoachingmeasuresthat raise c above Pm until
the populationrecovers to XMIN. This threshold
can be any level of population less than XMIN.
(In this model, the population is not subject to
stochasticshocks, and hence the exact threshold
is irrelevant,since in equilibrium,the popula-
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tion never falls below xMIN.13) To see that this
policy minimizes the steady-statecost of eliminating the extinction equilibriumnote first that
there is no extinction equilibrium under this
policy, since the cost of poaching is above Pm
when x is below the threshold.The population
cannot be eliminated instantaneouslyin a cull
before the government has an opportunity to
raise the cost of poaching above Pm since
XMIN > U(cm). Note also that no policy with
lower expenditure is consistent with survival,
since the populationcannot survive indefinitely
with antipoaching expenditures of less than
EMINIn general, optimal long-run policy may not
minimize steady-statecosts because moving to
this policy would entail transitioncosts. To take
an extreme example, if the initial populationis
small enough, assuring species survival will be
so costly that the governmentwill allow extinction. However, as the discount rate approaches
zero, the optimal long-runpolicy will approach
the policy which minimizes steady-state costs
(assumingthat these costs are less thanthe flow
value the government attaches to eliminating
extinction equilibria).
The model suggests that if a government or
internationalorganizationcould credibly commit to spend a large amounton elephantprotection if the herd fell below a certaincritical size,
it would never actually have to spend the
money. This provides a potential rationale for
endangeredspecies laws that extend little protection to a species until it is endangered,and
then provide extensive protectionwith little regard to cost.
Note that the policy which minimizes the
steady-state cost of eliminating the extinction
equilibriummay leave the populationvery close
to extinction. Some additionalmargin of safety
would likely be optimal in a more realistic
model in which the population was subject to
stochastic shocks.
Some governments with open-access resources may not be able to credibly commit to
spend heavily on antipoachingenforcement if
the populationfalls below a threshold,since this

13
Note thatXMIN
would be an unstablesteady state if the
government maintainedconstant expenditureof EMIN, instead of letting expendituredepend on x.
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policy will be time inconsistent if the cost of
imposing tough antipoaching enforcement is
sufficiently high. In the case of goods used to
produce storable, nondurablegoods, we argue
below that the cheapest way for such governments to eliminate the extinction equilibrium
may involve maintaininga stockpile and threatening to sell it if the population falls below a
threshold or becomes extinct. Promises to sell
stockpiles, unlike promises to increase antipoaching expenditure,are likely to be time consistent, since there is no reason not to sell stores
if a species is becoming extinct anyway. (It is
importantto note that while stockpiles can help
protect animals which are killed for goods
which are storablebut not durable,such as rhino
horn, stockpiles will not help protect species
which are used to produce durable goods, i.e.,
goods which are not destroyed when they are
consumed.14)
To see why stockpiles may be useful in eliminating extinction equilibria, note that the
smaller the initial population level, the greater
the transitioncosts of antipoachingenforcement
needed to make the population survive. For a
small enough initial population,the government
will find it optimal to allow extinction. Denote
this minimum populationas x. There will be a
set of populationlevels at which poachers will
find it profitableto cull immediately to x. or a
lower level, knowing that the government will
then allow the species to go extinct.15 The upper
boundary of this set will be a level at which
poacherswill be just indifferentbetween culling
and not culling, if they believe other poachers
will cull. Denote this level of populationas XNC
for the no-commitmentlevel of population.XNC
is analogous to Qmax, but whereas Qmax is cal-

14
The governmenthas no reason to store durablegoods,
since privateagents will store any durablegoods sold on the
market. As noted in the introduction,however, few goods
are completely durable.
15 This discussion assumes thatthe poacherscan conduct
an instantaneous cull before the government can react.
However, a similar phenomenon would occur even if the
government could raise E as soon as the population hit a
threshold.If poachers believed that the governmentwould
eventually give up protectingthe animal, they would keep
forcing the populationback to the threshold,and this could
cause the government to spend so much on antipoaching
enforcementthat the governmentwould in fact preferto let
the species go extinct.
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culated taking the c(x) function as exogenous,
is calculated based on c(x, E*(x)) where
E*(x) is the government's optimal antipoaching expenditure,given a populationx.
Suppose that XNC is greaterthan XMIN, so the
possibility of a switch to the extinction equilibrium will exist in steady state if x5 = XMIN and
the government does not hold stockpiles. In
order to prevent an extinction equilibrium,the
governmentcould either maintain a live population of XNC or maintain a steady-state live
population of XMIN and a stockpile of XNC XMIN, which it promises to sell if the population
falls below a threshold. To see why holding
XNC - XMIN
either as live populationor stores
will eliminate the extinction equilibrium, note
that a cull could only move the system along a
45-degree line extending "northwest"from the
initial point in population-storesspace. If it is
impossible to reach an extinctionpath along this
line, then there will be no extinction equilibrium.
To comparethe cost of holding XNC - XMIN
as live populationand stores, denote the steadystate cost of antipoaching enforcement and
other conservation activity needed to maintain
the population at XNC as E(XNC). Note that if
XNCis beyond the carryingcapacity, 1, even the
complete eliminationof poaching will be insufficient to maintainthe populationat XNC. Food
will have to be broughtin for the animals, and
as overcrowdingincreases,disease may become
more and more of a problem.We assume that,at
least for large enoughx, the expenditureneeded
to maintain a population of x, denoted E(x),
increases at least linearly in x, i.e., E"(x) > 0.
Suppose that there are initially XNCanimals.
The discounted cost of supporting the animal
populationat XNC indefinitelyis E(XNC)/r. Denote the cost of culling from a population of
XNC to a populationof XMIN as c*(XNC,
XMIN).
We assume that c* increases less than linearly
with XNC, since it is presumablyeasier to cull
animals when there are more of them. The discounted cost of sustaininga populationof XMIN
and a stockpile of XNC - XMIN is thus C*(XNC,
XMIN) + EMIN/r. The cost advantageof stockpiling is thus (W(XNC) -- EMIN)/r - C*(XNC,
XMIN). This is positive if rc*(XNC,
XMIN) <
- EMIN. For small enough r, this will
E(XNC)
be the case. To see this, note that XMIN (and
hence EMIN)do not depend on r, since XMIN
XNC
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depends only on the D(p) and B(x) functions,
each of which dependson currentand not future
variables.As r approacheszero, XNC[andhence
grow without bound, since x is
E(XNC)]
bounded below by 0, and XNC will grow
without bound as r falls, because as r approaches zero poachers will become willing to
hold stockpiles for arbitrarilylong periods prior
to selling at Pm.Under the assumptionsthat for
<
large enough x, E"(x) ' 0, and a2c*/aX2C
0, L'Hopital's rule implies that in the limit as r
approacheszero, rc*(xNC,
XMIN) will grow less
quickly thanE(XNC) - EMINand, hence, stockpiling will be cheaper than maintainingthe animal populationat XNC indefinitely.
Note thatif it is optimalto hold stockpilesif the
initialpopulationis XNC,then the cheapestpolicy
thateliminatesthe risk of extinctionmustinvolve
holdingstockpilesin the long run,no matterwhat
the initiallevel of population.To see this,notethat
the cheapest long-runpolicy that eliminatesthe
risk of extinctionwithoutstockpilesis to maintain
a populationof XNC,but thatonce populationhad
reachedXNC,it would be cheaperto cull to create
a stockpile of XNC -

XMIN

and to maintain a

populationof XMIN
thanto maintainthepopulation
at XNC.Hence the cheapest long-runpolicy that
eliminates the risk of extinction must involve
holding stockpiles.
While holding sufficient stockpiles will eliminate the extinction equilibrium,the process of
building the stockpiles changes the survival
equilibriumpath. In the perfect foresight model
of Sections I-IV,16 merely holdingstockpiles
does not affect the survival steady state, since it
changes neither demand nor supply.
Whereas under the perfect foresight model
the survival steady state is the same with and
without stores, under the stochastic model of
Section V, governmentstockpiles affect the survival steady state, as well as the equilibrium
transitionpath. In the absence of government
stockpiles, private agents will hold sufficient
stores in the pre-sunspot steady state that the
16
Perfect foresight is a somewhat strange context to
examine stockpiles, because under perfect foresight, all
agents either assign probabilityone to extinction, in which
case it is too late for government stockpiles to prevent
extinction, or they assign probabilityzero to extinction, in
which case it is not clear why governmentstockpiles would
be necessary.
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expected profits in case of a switch to the extinction equilibriajust offset the storagecosts if
no sunspot appears. Governmentaccumulation
of stores will crowd out private stores, until
private agents no longer hold any stores. Once
the government accumulates sufficient stores,
the extinction equilibriumwill disappear.
Ted Bergstrom(1990) has suggestedthatconfiscatedcontrabandshouldbe sold onto the market. Many conservationists oppose selling
confiscatedanimalproductson the market,fearing
thatit would legitimizethe animalproductstrade.
Using confiscatedcontrabandto buildstoreshelps
avoid this problem. Stores could potentiallybe
held until scientistsdevelop ways of markingor
identifying"legitimately"sold animalproductsso
they can be distinguishedfrom illegitimateproducts. We have assumedthatthe only cost of holding stores is the interestcost, but if governments
confiscatecontraband,they will increasethe cost
of holding stores, and this will reduce the scope
for extinctionequilibria.
Our model does not allow for stochastic
shocks to population, nor does it differentiate
animals by health, age, or sex, but in more
realistic models there may be ways of building
stores thatdo not reducethe live populationone
for one. Stores could be built up by harvesting
sick animals, or harvesting animals during periods when population is temporarilyabove its
steady state, due for example to a run of good
weather. In future work, we plan to explicitly
model the potential of stockpiles to smooth stochastic shocks to population,for example due to
weather and disease.
It is worthnotingthatstockpilescould be built
up not only by the governmentof the country
where the species lives, but also by conservation
organizationsor foreign governments.A further
analysisof this case would have to considerstrategic interactionbetweenthe conservationorganizationand the government.
We have assumedthatthe governmentknows
the parametersof the model, but of course this
is unlikely to be the case in practice.It is worth
noting that inferences about parametersbased
on the Gordon-Schaefermodel may lead to a
false optimismif the good is storable.Underthe
Gordon-Schaefermodel of nonstorable openaccess resources, stability of the population
could be interpretedas indicating that parameters are such that the species will survive. In
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contrast,underthe model outlinedhere, species
with constantpopulationmay be vulnerableto a
switch to an extinction equilibrium.One should
not become complacenteven if the populationis
increasing,since along Storage WithoutPoaching Subpaths, the population may temporarily
increase above its steady-statelevel, even if the
ultimate steady state is extinction.
Although we have focused on how governments could coordinateon the survival equilibrium, and assumed that poachers are atomistic
and take prices as given, it is worth noting that
a "George Soros" of poaching who held large
stores and had access to sufficient capital could
try to coordinateon the extinction equilibrium
simply by offering to buy enough of the good at
a high enough price. (In practice such an offer
could provoke a governmentreaction.)
Stepping furtheroutside the model, we speculate that if the populationof live animals were
very small, poachersand storersmight not take
prices as given, and would instead take into
account that killing animals could raise prices.
This may help explain why rhinosin Zimbabwe
which had been de-hornedby game wardensto
protect them from poachers were nonetheless
killed by poachers.The New YorkTimes(1994),
quotes a wildlife official as explaining the
poachers' behaviorby saying: "If Zimbabweis
to lose its entire rhino population, such news
would increase the values of stockpiles internationally."17 It is plausible that tradersholding
even modest stores would orderpoachersto kill
de-horned rhinos, since rhino populations are
small, and once poachers have found a rhino
and realized that its horn has been removed,
killing the rhino only costs a bullet.
APPENDIX

PROOF OF PROPOSITION2:
After period T there will be no steady state
with positive population and hence the system
must follow an extinctionequilibriumpath. The
date-T extinction path will have a higher starting price and lower startingpopulationfor any
initial Q than the date-0 extinction path, be-

17 It is also possible that the poacherskilled the rhinos to
obtain the stumps of their horns, or to make rhino poaching
easier in the future.
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cause poaching will be greaterfor any population level, and hence the species will become
extinct faster, so the price will reach Pm more
quickly. [Both the date-T and date-0 extinction
trajectorieswill pass through [0, U(cm)], but
otherwise the date-T extinction trajectorywill
lie above the date-0 extinction trajectoryin s-x
space.] Since no jumps in price can be anticipated, if T is small enough, poachers will cull
immediately.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3:
(i) Considerfirstthe extreme case in which T
is infinitesimal.Following a cull of (F < Xs at
time 0, stores will be (F and the price will be
c[ (Xs - (), E]. Along a rationalexpectations
equilibrium path in which some animals survive, stores at time T must be U(c[(Xs - (F),
E]) so that the stores will be exactly consumed
during the time it takes the price to rise to Pm.
Thus the equilibrium(F = U(c[(Xs -(), El).
If XS < U(c,,), there is no (F satisfying this
equation.To see this, note that c(x) is decreasing in x and U(c) is increasingin c. Therefore,
for Xs - (F
0, c(Xa - (I) ? cm, and
(F. Since (F
(F)) ? U(Cm) > Xs
U(c(Xscannot be less than Xs there will be a unique
equilibrium in which the entire population is
culled at time 0 and the price rises above cm.
(ii) Now considerthe case in which T is greater
than the time until popul-ationand stores equal
zero on any path with a cull. In this case, no
equilibriumwith a cull is consistentwith survival.
If thereis no immediatecull, then the price must
be continuous.If the price is continuous,then if
maximumstoresalong the pathsatisfyingthe differentialequationfor equilibriumtrajectories,(9),
andpassingthroughthe point (Xs,0) areless than
U(cm),there can be no survivalequilibrium.To
see this, note that for the animal to survive,the
priceat time T mustbe less thancm.If the priceat
time T is less thancm, then on a rationalexpectations path, stores at timneT must be greaterthan
U(Cm).

PROPOSITIONAl: Thepath of population,x,
stores, s, and price, p, is continuous on an
equilibriumpath.
PROOF:
Together, the storage and poaching conditions imply that the equilibriumprice path must
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be continuousin time. A jump up in price would
violate the storage condition, and a jump down
in price would imply an instantaneousinfinite
growth rate of the population,which is impossible.
While there is poaching,p
c(x), which is
continuous and monotonic, so population, x,
must be continuous. In the no-poaching subpath, populationdevelops as equation (7), so is
continuous. Population cannot jump suddenly
across subpath changes, either, as that would
require a jump in price so there is an instantaneous harvest. Population is thus continuous.
Stores are differentiablewithin subpaths,and so
are continuous.For there to be a jump in stores
across subpaths, there would have to be an
instantaneousharvest, which would require a
jump in price, which is impossible. Hence stores
are continuous.
PROPOSITIONA2: (i) The maximum initial
value of population plus stores the system may
have and still get to the Poaching and Storage
EquilibriumSubpathAe(X) via culling is Qmax,
where
(A1)

Qmax = max{xmax, Se(XU)
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= U(Cm)

Se (x)

x

+

(c(j) F(q) -

C

and

(l/r)ln(p/1c,,)

Uf(C.) -|D

(c

dt

..e

0

JP ID(z)d.
Since cm, pm do not depend on r,
C,,t

dU(cm)

1D(z)

Pm'

=I

dr

z

r2

-dz.

rU(Cm)

Likewise,
__[fx~q

ar

F(q) dq

(ii) Iffinite,Qmaxis decreasingin storagecost, r.

xl

dq-

rc(q)

+ XU.

PROOF:

I) dq,

0

1J

c'(q)

rj

rc (q)

F(q) dq.

Summing up,

(i) Qmax must either be Xmax, if se(XU) < 0,

or the point lying on the x axis and the tangent
to se(x) of gradient -1. These tangencies occur
at Xu or Xs. se(X) is convex at XS, so Qmax
cannot be associated with Xs.
(ii) If Qmax - Xmax, then se(Qmax(r),
r)
0, where we make explicit the dependence of
both the function se(x) and the point Xmax on r.
By the implicit function theorem,
dQmax

dr

1

aSe
r X
arX =Xmax

-- r (Se (Xmax) + Xmax)

Xmax

r
< 0.
Qmax = Se(XU) + Xu, then, because Xu is
independent of r, the result also follows
straightforwardly,as

If

aselar
ase/aQQmax

X=Qrax

aselar
s e (x)

dQmaxldr =se(x)Iarjx=xu
X-Qa

Note that the application of the theorem is allowed because, at Xmax, se(x) is strictly negative. To determinethe sign of the numeratorof
(Al), recall that

-

< 0.

r

(Se(XU)

+ Xu)
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PROPOSITION A3: Consider the system of

differential equations (7) for the no-poaching
phase:
(A2)

=
=
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